
Abstract. Background/Aim: The treatment of patients with
solitary hematogenous metastases from non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) remains controversial, although numerous
retrospective studies have reported favorable results for
patients offered combined surgical therapy. Our aim was to
determine the role of surgical resection in the management
of NSCLC with solitary extrapulmonary metastases and to
investigate for possible prognostic factors. Patients and
Methods: Between January 2004 and December 2012, 12
patients with NSCLC, from two Institutions, underwent
metastasectomy for their solitary metastatic lesion. Sites of
metastases included brain (n=3), adrenal gland (n=6),
thoracic wall (n=2) and diaphragm (n=1). All patients had
undergone pulmonary resections for their primary NSCLC.
Results: Median survival for the entire cohort was 24.1
months, whereas 1- and 5-year survival rates were 73% and
39%, respectively. Patients with stage III intrathoracic
disease had significantly worse survival than those with
lower tumor stage. A tendency for adenocarcinomatous
histology to positively affect survival was recognized,
although it was proven not to be statistically significant.
Conclusion: Despite the retrospective nature of our study

and the small cohort size, it is emerging that combined
surgical resection might offer patients with NSCLC with
solitary hematogenous metastases a survival benefit. Limited
intrathoracic disease and adenocarcinomatous histology
might be associated with better outcomes.

Stage IV disease at initial presentation accounts for
approximately 41% of newly-diagnosed cases with non-small
cell lung cancer (NSCLC) (1). Prognosis for metastatic lung
cancer remains dismal, despite continuously emerging
treatment options. Although the majority of patients have
disseminated metastatic disease at diagnosis, a small
percentage are found to have a solitary metastasis. In addition
any patients with NSCLC who previously received definitive
treatment may experience metachronous solitary distant
recurrence during the course of their disease. This poorly
understood state of limited metastatic load has been described
as oligometastatic disease and it seems to run a more indolent
course (2, 3). Retrospective clinical studies focused on the
surgical management of solitary extrapulmonary metastases,
have reported favorable results (4).

The aim of this retrospective study was to review our
experience with patients who underwent resection of primary
NSCLC and solitary extrapulmonary metastasis, and to
analyze prognostic factors affecting survival.

Patients and Methods
We reviewed the medical records of thoracic surgical Departments
at Laikon General Hospital of Athens and Sotiria Hospital for Chest
Diseases (former Second Department of Thoracic Surgery) from
January 2004 to December 2012 for patients with NSCLC having
undergone combined resections (including stereotactic radiosurgery)
of primary lung tumor and solitary hematogenous metastasis.
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Patients with histologically-proven extrapulmonary metastasis and
absence of other metastatic foci (confirmed by brain, thoracic and
abdominal computed tomographic imaging and bone scanning) were
included in our study. Data were collected from patient medical
charts, operative notes and pathologic examination records. Follow-
up data were gathered from outpatient clinic records and with direct
telephone contact with the patients or their families.

Metastases that were present at initial diagnosis or were
diagnosed during the first 6 months following primary tumor
resection were considered synchronous. Metastases diagnosed after
that 6-month time interval were classified as metachronous. In order
to address the influence of the extent of locoregional disease on
survival, we assessed the locoregional disease stage (neglecting M
status). This corresponded to the initial stage for patients with
metachronous metastasis or the locoregional stage for those with
synchronous metastatic disease.

Overall survival was defined as the time interval from the date
of the last surgical intervention to the date of death or last follow-
up. Three patients were lost during follow-up. For those patients,
the time of the last outpatient visit was used as the endpoint.
Data were analyzed using the statistical package PASW 18 (IBM
Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Survival was estimated by the Kaplan–
Meier method and the statistical significance of differences between
subgroups was calculated using the log-rank test. p-Values of less
than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Results

Between January 2004 and December 2012, 12 patients with
NSCLC underwent solitary metastasectomy. All patients
were males, with a median age of 61 years (range=49-67
years). Six patients had lung adenocarcinoma, two had
squamous cell carcinoma and four had large cell carcinoma.
Regarding the site of metastatic presentation, metastases
were adrenal in six cases, brain in three, chest wall in two
and diaphragmatic in one. Presentation was synchronous in
seven patients and metachronous in five. Regarding
mediastinal lymph node involvement, six patients had N0,
three had N1 and three had N2 disease. The disease stage
without taking into account the M status was IA in four
patients, IB in one, IIA in two and IIIA in six. 

For the treatment of solitary metastasis, six patients
underwent unilateral adrenalectomy (performed by flank
approach), one patient underwent craniotomy, two were

treated with stereotactic radiosurgery, two underwent chest
wall resection and one underwent limited diaphragmatic
resection. Pulmonary resection included lobectomy in seven
patients, pneumonectomy in three, lobectomy combined with
wedge resection of adjacent lung parenchyma in one, and
wedge resection in one. The 30-day mortality was 0%. All
patients received adjuvant chemotherapy. Patients with brain
metastasis received postoperative whole-brain radiation
therapy.

The median follow-up period for the entire cohort was
13.55 months (confidence interval=4.04-23.02 months). At
the time of analysis, six patients were alive and disease-free,
one patient was alive with liver metastases, two had died and
three were lost during follow-up. The median survival was
24.1 months. Survival rates at 1 and 5 years were 73% and
39%, respectively. 

Univariate analysis of different categorical variables (Table
I) revealed that patients with locoregional tumor stage lower
than III (I or II) tended to demonstrate better survival than
patients with locoregional stage III (p=0.05) (Figure 1). There
was also a trend for patients with adenocarcinomatous tumor
histology to display better survival compared with those of
patients with non-adenocarcinoma, although this finding did
not reach statistical significance (p=0.097) (Figure 2). 

The effect of time of metastatic presentation (synchronous
vs. metachronous), type of pulmonary resection (pneumo-
nectomy vs. lesser than pneumonectomy), mediastinal nodal
status (N0 vs. N1 or N2) and site of metastatic disease on
survival was found not to be statistically significant on
univariate analysis.

Discussion

In accordance with previously published studies, our analysis
demonstrates that combined surgical resection of primary
lung tumor and solitary hematogenous metastasis is
associated with improved survival. In our series, median
survival was 24.1 months, whereas 1- and 5-year survival
rates were 73% and 39%, respectively. Many previous
retrospective studies addressing the role of surgical excision
for solitary brain metastases in patients with NSCLC have
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Table I. Categorical variables that were studied in univariate analysis and corresponding p-values.

Categorical variable                                                                                                                                                                          p-Value

Timing of metastatic presentation: Synchronous versus metachronous                                                                                           0.52
Type of resection: Pneumonectomy versus less than pneumonectomy                                                                                           0.172
Tumor histology: Adenocarcinoma versus non adenocarcinomatous NSCLC                                                                                0.097
Lymph nodal status: Absence of lymph node disease (Ν0) versus lymph node disease (Ν1 or Ν2)                                            0.455
Locoregional stage: Stage III versus stage less than ΙΙΙ (Ι ή ΙΙ)                                                                                                      0.05
Site of metastatic disease: Brain versus adrenal versus chest wall-diaphragm                                                                               0.526



reported favorable results, with median survival of between
6.8 to 27 months and 5-year survival rates ranged from 8.3%
to 45% (5-15). Similar survival benefit with a 5-year survival
rate of approximately 25% was demonstrated by
Tanvetyanon et al. in a systematic review studying the
outcomes of adrenalectomy in patients with NSCLC with
solitary adrenal metastasis (16). 

In our analysis, locoregional disease stage was the only
variable proven to have a statistically significant effect on
survival. Patients with locoregional stage I and II had better
survival than patients with stage III disease. This negative
effect of advanced locoregional stage on survival has been
demonstrated in previous studies. Hankins et al. reported that
stage I or II (defined by T and N descriptors) was associated
with better survival (10). Billing et al. reported similar results
regarding the positive effect of a limited “postoperative
thoracic stage” on the survival of surgically treated patients
with synchronous brain metastases (14). However, this
finding appears inconsistent in relevant published literature
(12, 17), whereas many researchers did not include that
variable in their analyses (8-11, 13, 16, 18, 19).

Our analysis demonstrated a trend for different tumor
histological types to confer different survival. Specifically,
despite there being no statistical significance, there was a
serious propensity (p<0.1) for patients with adenocarcinoma
to have improved survival compared to patients with other
histological types. Bonnette and Granone reported similarly
favorable results in terms of survival for
adenocarcinomatous tumor pathology (12, 13). In other
retrospective studies, however, the prognostic value of

primary tumor histology was shown not to be statistically
significant (5, 8, 10, 11, 14, 15, 19-21).

Some authors suggest that the type of pulmonary resection
influences outcomes, reporting a negative impact of
pneumonectomy (versus lobectomy) on survival (8, 11).
Similar results in favor of even lesser resections (wedge)
were also reported by Magilligan et al. (5). In our study, the
type of lung resection was not a statistically significant
predictor of survival.

Regarding the timing of metastatic presentation,
Tanvetyanon et al. in their aforementioned study demonstrated
that median survival was longer in patients with metachronous
metastases than in those with synchronous disease (31 months
vs. 12 months, respectively). Interestingly, 5-year survival
rates were almost equal for both groups (approximately 25%)
(16). In the same vein, Saitoh et al. reported that an interval
between pulmonary operation and brain metastasectomy of
longer than 360 days was associated with improved 1-, 2-, and
3-year survival (11). In our series, timing of metastatic relapse
was not a significant determinant of survival.

There are obvious limitations to our study. The small
number of patients and its retrospective nature, with the
inherent distortion of the analysis from selection bias,
renders generalization of our results uncertain. 

Our study supports the possibility of better survival for
patients with NSCLC with solitary metastasis after combined
surgical resection. Results for the effect of several factors on
survival remain inconclusive in existing literature. However,
the majority of studies support the presumption that limited
locoregional disease is associated with better prognosis.
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Figure 1. Kaplan–Meier survival curves comparing overall survival
among patients with locoregional stage III and patients with locoregional
stage lower than III (I or II). *Significantly different at p=0.05.

Figure 2. Kaplan–Meier survival curves comparing overall survival
among patients with lung adenocarcinoma (AdenoCa) and patients with
non adenocarcinomatous tumor histology. *Significantly different at
p=0.097.



Conclusion

In conclusion, we recommend that patients with NSCLC
with solitary hematogenous metastasis should be evaluated
as possible candidates for combined surgical resection.
Selection criteria should include a good performance status,
a controlled or controllable primary tumor, a resectable
metastatic lesion and negative further metastatic workup.
Survival benefit tends to be more prevalent in patients with
a limited extent of intrathoracic disease. Timing of metastatic
presentation (synchronous or metachronous) and primary
tumor histology should not be included in selection criteria
until their effect on survival is documented.
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